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Visual Inspection Guidelines
Introduction
This document is intended to provide standard industry guidelines for the finished vehicle logistics
(FVL) sector. By promoting these inspection guidelines, the goal is to make the claims management
process more efficient. However, as always, individual OEM standards, policies and requirements take
precedence.
This document covers how to:
I.
conduct a visual vehicle inspection and verify exceptions that are noted.
II.
classify the exceptions as ‘transportation’, ‘PDI’ or ‘warranty’ for claims purposes.
III.
describe the hand-over process and sign-off procedures for noted exceptions.
IV.
report the exceptions noted during the vehicle handover process.
It was developed to provide a set of instructions to encourage standardisation of processes and
guidelines across the industry with the following benefits:
1. creating a common way of working across the FVL industry, at least in Europe
2. facilitating the claims management processes
3. improving the quality of the product as well as the quality of logistics and thus improving
customer satisfaction
4. helping improve efficiency and reduce costs in the supply chain
The OEMs use various different standards and definitions regarding how to carry out a vehicle
inspection and what exceptions are to be classified as ‘warranty’, ‘PDI’ or ‘transportation’.
Many different OEM standards and definitions were extensively researched and, where possible, have
been combined into this single document in order to create common and fair guidelines that aim to
meet the approval of the whole industry.
As part of the standardisation of processes ECG supports the global damage codes, developed by
AIAG, which can be found in Chapter 1 of their Finished Vehicle Transportation Damage Handling
Standards and Guidelines (M-22) document. These codes can be used in any situation where no
specific OEM codes are available.
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I.

Vehicle inspection and verification guidelines

Clothing
Vehicle inspectors should, at all times, wear car-friendly clothing, which is:
• Clean.
• Free from exposed buttons and fastenings, zip fastenings should be covered or protected.
• Free from metal: metal worn on the person, such as watches, rings or metal hooks for
shoelaces, should either be removed or covered and protected.
Specific items needed:
• High visibility jacket
• Long trousers and long sleeves are preferred (depends on local rules)
• Closed shoes are mandatory, safety shoes are preferred
Light conditions for the inspection
Vehicles should only be inspected in adequate lighting conditions, preferably natural daylight or
equivalent artificial light, to ensure similar inspection conditions throughout the supply chain. When the
lighting is not adequate, the use of handheld lighting devices is allowed. However, it is not acceptable
to inspect the vehicles in a light tunnel or similar intensively illuminated conditions.
Duration of inspection
As a general guide the visual handover inspection should take no longer than 3 minutes per vehicle per
inspector. This includes the time taken to open and inspect the interior via the driver’s door, but excludes
any time taken to complete documentation or enter data on a handheld data capture unit.
Distance and angle
The inspection should be carried out at approximately 1 metre away from the vehicle. Detection of
scratches and chips are usually observed at a 90° angle, while dents are usually observed at a 30°
angle. Exceptionally, it may be necessary to check the lower part of the bumpers more closely in order
to detect transport damage (e.g. vehicles with limited ground clearance).
Damage verification
The inspector is only permitted to approach and touch the vehicle if this assists in validating any
damages identified during the initial visual inspection.
Full Body Covers
The Full Body Cover (FBC) should not be removed unless it is damaged and it creates a risk of damage
to the vehicle or a safety hazard to the public. In case the FBC becomes damaged but doesn't represent
a safety hazard, it should not be removed. Any damage to the FBC should be reported. Visual proof
has to be included in the inspection report.
Transit film (e.g. wrap guard)
The transit film should not be removed unless it becomes (partially) detached or damaged and it creates
a risk of damage to the vehicle or a safety hazard to the public. In case the transit film becomes
detached but doesn't represent a safety hazard, it should not be removed. Any damage to the transit
film should be reported. Visual proof has to be included in the inspection report.
Seals
Trunks and doors with intact seals should not be opened during inspection. In case the seal is broken,
it should be reported.
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Walkaround
The vehicle inspection shall normally start with the verification of the VIN number, depending on
contractual agreements. 1
Best practice is if the walkaround is conducted in a direction such that the inspector approaches the
driver's door from the rear to obtain a better view of damages in this high-risk area (i.e. for left-hand
drive vehicles inspect clockwise and for right-hand drive vehicles inspect anti-clockwise)
Suggested walkaround for left-hand drive vehicles

Front of vehicle (Exterior only) 2
•
•

Inspect the complete front of the vehicle. On vehicles with limited ground clearance, it may be
required to carefully check the underside of the bumper to detect transport damage.
Step back and make an inspection of the entire front of the vehicle to capture all visible exterior
elements, making sure to include the front windscreen.

Both sides of vehicle 3 4 5 7 8 1
•

Inspect the complete sides of the vehicle including the wheels. Best practice is if the walkaround
is conducted in a direction such that the inspector approaches the driver's door from the rear
to obtain a better view of damages in this high-risk area.

Rear of vehicle 6
•
•
•

Inspect the complete rear of the vehicle. It may be required to carefully check the underside of
the bumper and exhaust pipe to detect transport damage.
Step back and make an inspection of the entire rear of the vehicle to capture all visible exterior
elements, making sure to include the rear window.
Do not open the boot unless it is required (e.g. to check for loose items) in which case an
inspection for damage shall also be carried out.

Roof 9
•
•

If it is not possible to inspect the roof from the ground then mirrors may be used (according to
OEM requirements).
Avoid using other equipment (e.g. ladders) due to safety and quality risks.
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Driver’s cockpit & driver’s door aperture 10
•
•

Open only the driver’s door and inspect the driver’s cockpit and door aperture area.
Do not open passenger doors.

Underbody inspection of EV battery packs
•

At the time of writing OEMs are beginning to introduce limited underbody inspections of Electric
Vehicle battery packs. If this becomes an established part of inspection procedures ECG will
revise these Guidelines to reflect best practice in this area.

Loose items (OEM loose items policies list available on the ECG website)
•
•
•
•
•

II.

Verify the presence of keys/fobs .
If present and visible, verify that the loose items bag/box is intact. If the bag is not intact it must
be reported.
If the loose items are in the boot (and the boot is not sealed) then the boot may be opened to
inspect them.
In case the items are not included in a bag and there is a loose items list, the items on the list
should be checked.
A missing loose items checklist is an exception which should be reported where applicable.

Vehicle exceptions - classification guidelines

Vehicles are often subject to multiple inspections between plant release and delivery to the final
destination. Exceptions noted on the vehicle during these inspections will fall into one of the following
categories (collectively referred to as “vehicle exceptions”):
1. Transportation damages which are the result of vehicle handling (e.g. by truck or rail carriers,
vehicle handling facilities and shipping lines)
2. Warranty defects (e.g. imperfections or defects caused by the manufacturing process)
3. Dealer Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI) exceptions, which are neither claimable transportation nor
warranty exceptions as they require only minor repair actions by the dealer prior to customer delivery
4. Other exceptions
Typical examples of transportation damage:
1. Damage caused by physical impact affecting the paint finish in which the primer or metal is
exposed, or affecting plastic parts whereby the surface material is scratched or gouged (loss of
material / can be felt by fingernail)
2. Damage with signs of forced entry
3. Exterior glass chipped, scratched or broken, caused by impact and not by stress (e.g. heat or
incorrect fitment)
4. Damage underneath the Full Body Cover/transit film if the cover/film is physically damaged
(e.g. broken, ripped, torn or affected otherwise) or if witness marks of impact are present
5. Damage or soiling of the driver's area of the interior and obvious vandalism or abuse to the
interior (e.g. steering wheel, seat)
6. Tyre damage including cuts and gouges in the sidewalls or punctures/flats (except where a
factory screw is the cause)
7. Wheel rim damage such as scratches on the outer rim with the exception of damage inside
the rim (unless signs of carrier liability) and close to the wheel nuts or valve which are
deemed to be damage caused during fitment
8. Damage to the underside of the front and rear bumper caused by impact (e.g. grounding out
due to ramp angle)
9. Interior damage due to water ingress caused by windows/doors/sunroof/boot lid not being
properly closed is considered transportation damage unless proven otherwise (e.g. mechanical
and/or plant issues)
10. Missing parts and accessories that can be identified on the loose item checklist
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Typical examples of Warranty Defects:
1. Wavy sheet metal
2. File, pressing, grinder or weld marks
3. Outward dents or protrusions in sheet metal
4. Technical paint issues, such as paint runs, overspray, sags, blisters, orange peel, peeling paint
or foreign material (i.e. dirt) in paint
5. Minor chips, scratches or dents found under Full Body Cover/transit film unless there is
evidence of impact (witness marks) or tampering to the film
6. Stress cracks in glass (e.g. due to heat or incorrect fitting)
7. Cracks or deformations in plastic panels caused by stress or material defects
8. Paint damage caused by misaligned panels or mouldings (without signs of impact on the
surrounding areas)
9. Bent parts caused by misalignment
10. Scratches or chips located inside the wheel rim and close to the wheel nuts
11. Water ingress caused by poor seals, etc.
12. Damage in body gaps or panel edge chips on areas not accessible in transit (e.g. inner edges,
adjacent fixed panels, etc)
13. Punctured tyre caused by any factory screw or fixing
14. Detached or improperly installed exterior vehicle parts not showing evidence of impact or
interference (e.g. emblems, badges, mud guards, roof rails)
15. Missing, soiled or damaged interior components outside the driver’s cockpit area or within the
cockpit area but without clear signs of LSP liability
16. Improperly installed interior components
17. Repetitive exceptions of the same type at the same location that are not typical transport
damage. (These may be referred to the OEM or its appointed claims agent for warranty defect
confirmation.)
18. If a claim is made for a loose item which is missing but it does not appear on the loose items
checklist, this is considered as a warranty claim

Typical examples of Pre-Delivery Inspection exceptions:
These are exceptions that are not specifically related to transportation damage or factory/warranty
exceptions. Rectification of these are included in the dealer's pre-delivery responsibilities and are not
to be charged to the OEM as a warranty claim or the LSP as a transportation damage claim. The dealer
is responsible for such minor PDI repair costs including:
1. Minor surface scratches or scuffs that can be polished out as part of new vehicle preparation
(will polish out, WPO)
2. Minor paint chips (mainly panel edge chips) and blemishes that can be corrected by brush
(brush touch-up, BTU). Touch-up of minor chips and scratches are the responsibility of the
dealer under PDI.
3. Other minor paint-related concerns that may be resolved by buffing, polishing or cleaning the
affected area
4. Light or minor interior soiling
5. Cleaning the exterior of the vehicle of travel dirt

Other exceptions
These exceptions to the vehicle exterior are not usually considered as transportation damage unless
clear evidence supports LSP responsibility. They should be reported and the OEM could also be notified
where appropriate. The event will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine responsibility if
possible. There is no standard way of dealing with these issues which can include:
1. Environmental fallout, airborne material or bird lime
2. Industrial fallout
3. Fluid dripping (e.g. from other vehicles)
4. Rail dust
5. Flying rust
6. Acid rain
7. Hail
8. Storm
9. Flooding
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10. Damages to EV underbody battery packs
11. Any other damage caused during transport but not claimable towards the LSP because of its
location and nature (e.g.: paint bubble bursting during transport, etc.)

Note
Damage or loss caused by vandalism and theft are commonly considered as transportation damage.

III.

Handover inspection and sign-off procedures

It is recommended that parties involved in FVL (LSPs and/or their appointed representatives) conduct
an impartial vehicle inspection at each handover location, regardless of environmental conditions.
A handover location is defined as a location where responsibility for the vehicle will change from one
party (delivering party) to another (receiving party) in the finished vehicle supply chain between plant
release and final destination.
The receiving party should inspect vehicles immediately for any exceptions in the presence of the
delivering party and/or their appointed representative (in line with the international conventions), unless
otherwise agreed between the parties or contractually stated, which can also cover special
circumstances (e.g. night delivery for road transport, etc.) and extended inspection deadlines.
When an exception is noted on the vehicle by the receiving party, the responsibility and any liabilities
lie with the delivering party unless proven otherwise (e.g. pre-existing and previously reported
exceptions or exceptions that fall outside the LSP’s responsibility on the basis of the classification).
As best practice all exceptions observed on the vehicle should be noted on cargo documents and/or
any other appropriate survey documentation and should be signed, either manually or digitally, by both
parties to acknowledge the exceptions observed.
Vehicle Exception Report (VER)
In case no specific OEM document for the notation of the vehicle exceptions is available, the ECG
Vehicle Exception Report (VER) may be used (see in Annex 2). The VER document is not exclusively
meant for the notation of transportation damage but may also be used to report any other vehicle
exception (e.g. PDI, Warranty or other).
Signing the VER document at the vehicle handover inspection does not mean that the delivering party
accepts liability of the vehicle exceptions reported on the VER document. Signing the VER document
simply indicates that both parties agree that the vehicle exceptions were observed during the handover
process.
Any comment related to a single vehicle exception may be included in the “Comments” section next to
the vehicle exceptions (last column). Any remark about the handover inspection may be included in the
“General Remarks” section below the vehicle exceptions.
Note: Parties to the handover inspections cannot use the notation of PDI or Warranty as an automatic
denial of liability. If a vehicle exception can’t be repaired using standard PDI techniques, subject to
adjudication by the OEM or their appointed claims representative (see Dispute resolution), this will be
charged back through the normal claims process.
The VER document is only shared between the handover parties (delivering and receiving party) and
does not travel with the vehicle. Every handover inspection will normally have a “fresh eye” approach.
The delivering party shall be given the opportunity to counter-inspect the exceptions observed. During
the eventual counter-inspection the receiving party may indicate the damage classification in
accordance with given OEM guidelines.
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The receiving party should not move or handle the vehicle until the delivering party has been made
aware of the vehicle exceptions. The moment the vehicle is moved or handled by the receiving party,
they are deemed to have taken responsibility and accepted any liabilities.
Following completion of the counter-inspection or the delivering party’s decision not to counter-inspect,
the handover process is considered to be completed.
Upon completion of the handover process, all exceptions must be made available to the delivering party
and other parties involved (e.g. the OEM or their appointed representative) in a traceable manner and
as required in order to facilitate the claims management process and any potential dispute resolution.
All inspections must be transmitted in accordance with the given OEM requirements.
The OEM must be notified of circumstances where the inspection is not in line with vehicle inspection
processes, e.g. improper clothes, poor parking conditions, too much light, inspecting too close and/or
for too long compared to accepted practices, etc.

Dispute resolution (OEM arbitration)
Ideally, the receiving and delivering parties should resolve any disputes regarding the classification of
the vehicle exceptions prior to transmitting the vehicle inspection data to all other parties involved (e.g.
the OEM or their appointed claims representative).
If there is a dispute regarding the classification of an exception between the delivering and receiving
parties at any handover location in the supply chain, both parties should add their comments, sign and
date the cargo documents and/or any other appropriate survey documentation. Under no circumstances
should the vehicle delivery process be delayed.
The responsibility for dispute resolution lies with the entity that issues the contract for the vehicle
distribution. The OEM inspection standards are the basis for dispute resolution. As a best practice, the
designated OEM office, which defines the inspection standard, and/or the appointed claims
representative, shall be the final arbiter in any dispute resolution and not other parties involved in the
process, such as LSP, dealer, approved repair location or NSC. This means that a decision may not
normally be made at national or market level but at regional level, e.g. European head office.
If the final dealer considers that market conditions require a higher level of quality than what is
commercially acceptable in accordance with the OEM’s quality standard, then it should agree this with
the plant and cover any costs associated with such ‘upgrades’ outside the usual claims process.
The OEM and/or the appointed claims representative is responsible for auditing all claims against the
conditions of delivery and for reasonableness in terms of repair costs and methodology, based on local
market conditions.

IV.

Reporting requirements

Reporting of the vehicle exceptions should always be done in accordance with the applicable OEM
requirements, including the specific OEM codification and the classification. However, in case no
specific OEM codification and/or classification is available, and as part of the standardisation of
processes, ECG supports the global damage codes, developed by AIAG, which can be found in Chapter
1 of their Finished Vehicle Transportation Damage Handling Standards and Guidelines (M-22)
document.
In this section we shall discuss the minimum reporting requirements for vehicle exceptions that should
be made available to all parties involved.
There are benefits to achieving a fully digitalised vehicle handover inspection process for the
comprehensive recording and reporting of all vehicle exceptions in the supply chain. All inspection data
obtained identifying the vehicle exceptions should include the following items:
7

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

VIN number (17 digits)
Make and model
Handover date (transfer of responsibility) – delivery/receipt
Inspection date & time
Inspection location
Delivering party
Receiving party
Transport mode (road, rail, sea, etc.)
Part/Area of exception
Type of exception
Extent/Severity

The minimum requirements for reporting of vehicle exceptions should include photographic evidence
of the exception observed. Photographs are a very important part of the claims management process
and failure to provide clear photographs in line with these guidelines may impact the acceptance and
authorisation of a claim.
It is essential that the image is in focus and of sufficient quality and resolution so that the exception is
clearly visible. A minimum of three photographs should be taken per exception, see examples below.
These should include:
•
•
•

Close-up image of vehicle exception (ideally with some calibration measurement tool)
Part/Area of vehicle exception (from approximately 1 metre away)
VIN label (or document showing VIN if required)

Any additional photograph that could assist the claims representative to better understand the type and
extent/severity of the vehicle exception may be included.
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V.

Glossary

AIAG

Automotive Industry Action Group

Carrier

The carrier with whom the OEM or one of its affiliates has concluded
the contract of carriage of vehicle (e.g. by road, rail or vessel) or on
an intermodal basis or a substitute carrier. Often referred to as
LSPs.

Chip

An area missing paint caused by impact.

Claims representative

A third party appointed by the OEM to manage any claims arising
from vehicle exceptions within the FVL supply chain against the
LSP.

Compound

Any place where vehicles are stored or transit within the FVL supply
chain.

Compound operator

The contractual partner who manages the compound operationally.
Often referred to as LSPs.

Exception

Anything noted on the vehicle during inspection, which falls into the
following categories: Transportation damage; Warranty defect; PDI
exception or Other exception.

FVL

Finished Vehicle Logistics, also known as outbound logistics.

Gouge

Damage resulting in a groove or cavity in the surface. Loss of
material.

LSP

Logistics Service Provider. Any organisation that provides logistics
services (normally a carrier or compound operator)

Plant release

Handover point at factory between OEM & LSP

Scratch

Damage resulting in a linear mark or cut in the surface. Can be felt
by fingernail.

Scuff

Damage resulting in a scrape mark that does not break the surface
material.
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Annex 1
Images on damage types

Typical examples of transportation damage
1. Damage caused by physical impact affecting the paint finish in which the primer or metal is
exposed, or affecting plastic parts whereby the surface material is scratched or gouged (loss
of material / can be felt by fingernail)

2. Damage with signs of forced entry

3. Exterior glass chipped, scratched or broken, caused by impact and not by stress (e.g. heat or
incorrect fitment)

4. Damage underneath the Full Body Cover/transit film if the cover/film is physically damaged
(e.g. broken, ripped, torn or affected otherwise) or if witness marks of impact are present

5. Damage or soiling of the driver's area of the interior and obvious vandalism or abuse to the
interior (e.g. steering wheel, seat)

6. Tyre damage including cuts and gouges in the sidewalls or punctures/flats (except where a
factory screw is the cause)

7. Wheel rim damage such as scratches on the outer rim with the exception of damage inside
the rim (unless signs of carrier liability) and close to the wheel nuts or valve which are
deemed to be damage caused during fitment

8. Damage to the underside of the front and rear bumper caused by impact (e.g. grounding out
due to ramp angle)

9. Interior damage due to water ingress caused by windows/doors/sunroof/boot lid not being
properly closed is considered transportation damage, unless proven otherwise (e.g.
mechanical and/or plant issues)

Typical examples of Warranty Defects
1. Wavy sheet metal

2. File, pressing, grinder or weld marks

3. Outward dents or protrusions in sheet metal

4. Technical paint issues, such as paint runs, overspray, sags, blisters, orange peel, peeling
paint or foreign material (i.e. dirt) in paint

5. Minor chips, scratches or dents found under protective transit film or FBC unless there is
evidence of impact (witness marks) or tampering to the film

6. Stress cracks in glass (e.g. due to heat or incorrect fitting)

7. Cracks or deformations in plastic panels caused by stress or material defects

8. Paint damage caused by misaligned panels or mouldings (without signs of impact on the
surrounding areas)

9. Bent parts caused by misalignment

10. Scratches or chips located inside the wheel rim and close to the wheel nuts

11. Water ingress caused by poor seals, etc.

(Poor seals)

12. Damage in body gaps or panel edge chips on areas not accessible in transit (e.g. inner
edges, adjacent fixed panels, etc.)

13. Punctured tyre caused by any factory screw or fixing

14. Detached or improperly installed exterior vehicle parts not showing evidence of impact or
interference (e.g. emblems, badges, mud guards, roof rails)

15. Missing, soiled or damaged interior components outside the driver’s cockpit area or within the
cockpit area but without clear signs of LSP liability

(rear seats, not part of standard visual inspection)

16. Improperly installed interior components

PDI exceptions
if they can be rectified by the dealer as part of the standard PDI process (subject to the OEM’s or their
representative’s final decision)

Annex 2
Vehicle Exception Reports

Vehicle Exception Report
Passenger Vehicle
Exception: Anything noted on the vehicle during inspection, which falls into the following categories:
Transportation damage; Warranty defect; PDI exception or Other exceptions

VIN (17digits)

Make

Vehicle Splat Chart

Model

Handover Date (if available)
No

Yes

Damaged or Loose

Full Body Cover
Transit Film / Partial Cover
Comments
Part / Area

Type

Extent

(if familiar with the OEM classification of the vehicle
exception, you may indicate it here)

Were the vehicle handover inspection circumstances in line with OEM requirements?

Yes

No

General Remarks

Parties to Vehicle Handover Inspection

Transportation Mode
From
Factory
Road
Rail
Sea
Barge
Compound
PDI
Dealer
Inspection
Location

Delivering Party

To

Receiving Party

Transport ID
(vessel name, truck reg, train code, etc.)

Company

Inspector Name

Signature (& Stamp)

Inspection Date

Inspection
Time

Signing the VER document at the vehicle handover inspection does not mean that the delivering party accepts liability of the vehicle exceptions
reported on the VER document. Signing the VER document means that both parties agree that the vehicle exceptions were observed during the
handover inspection.

Vehicle Exception Report
Pick-up Truck
Exception: Anything noted on the vehicle during inspection, which falls into the following categories:
Transportation damage; Warranty defect; PDI exception or Other exceptions

VIN (17digits)

Make

Vehicle Splat Chart

Model

Handover Date (if available)
Yes

No

Full Body Cover
Transit Film / Partial Cover
Comments
Part / Area

Type

Extent

(if familiar with the OEM classification of the vehicle
exception, you may indicate it here)

Were the vehicle handover inspection circumstances in line with OEM requirements?

Yes

No

General Remarks

Parties to Vehicle Handover Inspection

Transportation Mode
From
Factory
Road
Rail
Sea
Barge
Compound
PDI
Dealer
Inspection
Location

Delivering Party

To

Receiving Party

Transport ID
(vessel name, truck reg, train code, etc.)

Company

Inspector Name

Signature (& Stamp)
Inspection
Date

Inspection
Time

Signing the VER document at the vehicle handover inspection does not mean that the delivering party accepts liability of the vehicle exceptions
reported on the VER document. Signing the VER document means that both parties agree that the vehicle exceptions were observed during
the handover inspection.

Vehicle Exception Report
Panel Van
Exception: Anything noted on the vehicle during inspection, which falls into the following categories:
Transportation damage; Warranty defect; PDI exception or Other exceptions

VIN (17digits)

Make

Vehicle Splat Chart

Model

Handover Date (if available)
Yes

No

Full Body Cover
Transit Film / Partial Cover
Comments
Part / Area

Type

Extent

(if familiar with the OEM classification of the vehicle
exception, you may indicate it here)

Were the vehicle handover inspection circumstances in line with OEM requirements?

Yes

No

General Remarks

Parties to Vehicle Handover Inspection

Transportation Mode
From
Factory
Road
Rail
Sea
Barge
Compound
PDI
Dealer
Inspection
Location

Delivering Party

To

Receiving Party

Transport ID
(vessel name, truck reg, train code, etc.)

Company

Inspector Name

Signature (& Stamp)
Inspection
Date

Inspection
Time

Signing the VER document at the vehicle handover inspection does not mean that the delivering party accepts liability of the vehicle exceptions
reported on the VER document. Signing the VER document means that both parties agree that the vehicle exceptions were observed during
the handover inspection.

AIAG Global damage codes
Damage area codes
01

Antenna/Antenna Base

26

Headliner

51

Open

76

Right Rear Tire

02

27

Hood

52

Deck Lid/Tailgate/Hatchback

77

Right Rear Wheel/Rim

28

Keys

53

Sunroof/T-Top

78

Right Front Tire

29

Keyless Remote

54

Undercarriage - Other

79

Right Front Wheel/Rim

30

Mirror-Outside - Left

55

Cargo Area - Other

80

Cowl

31

Mirror-Outside - Right

56

Gas/Cap Cover

32

Major Damage/Auction

57

Vinyl/Convertible Top/Tonneau
Cover
Wheel Covers/Caps/Rings

81

07

Battery/Box
Bumper/Cover/ExtFront
Bumper/Cover/Ext-Rear
Bumper Guard/StripFront
Bumper Guard/StripRear
Door-Back Cargo, Right

82

Fender-Rear Left

08

Door-Back Cargo, Left

33

Audio/Video Player

58

Radio Speakers

83

09

Door-Right Cargo

34

TV/DVD Screen

59

Wipers, all

84

Fender-Rear Right
Tools/Jacks/Spare-Tire Mount +
Lock

60

Special use code

85

Communication/GPS Unit

61

Box Interior, Pickup

86

Parking Sonar System

03
04
05
06

10

Door-Left Front

35

11

Door-Left Rear

36

12

Door-Right Front

37

13

Door-Right Rear

38

14

Fender-Left Front

39

Rocker Panel/Outer Sill Left
Rocker Panel/Outer Sill Right
Roof

62

Entire Vehicle

87

Open

Running Board/Step - Left
Running Board/Step Right

63

Rails, Truckbed/Lightbar

88

64

Spoiler/Deflector-Rear

89

Open
Trailer Hitch, Wiring Harness, Tow
Hooks

40

Spare Tire/Wheel

65

Luggage Rack (Strips Drip Rail)

90

Frame

41

66

Dash/Instrument Panel

91

Exhaust System

67

Cigarette Lighter/Ashtray

92

License-Bracket

18

Quarter Panel/Pick-Up
Box - Left
Fender-Right Front
Quarter Panel/Pick-Up
Box - Right
Front Floor Mats

43

Open
Splash Panel/Spoiler Front
Open

68

Carpet - Front

93

Steering Wheel/Airbag

19

Floor Mats Rear

44

Gas Tank

69

Center Post, Right

94

Seat-Front Left

20

Glass Windshield

45

Tail Light/Hardware

70

Center Post, Left

95

Seat-Front Right

21

Glass Rear

46

Open

71

Corner Post

96

Seat-Rear

22

Grille

47

Open

72

Left Front Tire

97

Carpet-Rear

23

Accessory Bag/Box
Headlight/Cover/Turn
Signal
Lamps-Fog/Driving/Spot
Light

48

Trim Panel-Front Left
CD Changer Separate
Unit

73

Left Front Wheel/Rim

98

Interior - Other

74

Left Rear Tire

99

Engine Compartment - Other

Trim Panel-Front Right

75

Left Rear Wheel/Rim

15
16
17

24
25

42

49
50

Damage type codes
01

Bent

12

Scratched – except glass

25

Decal / paint strip damaged

02

Broken / Major damage

13

29

Contamination - exterior

03

Cut

14

30

Fluid spillage exterior

04

Dented – paint broken
Chipped – except glass & panel
edge

15

34

Panel edge chipped

36

Part / option not as invoiced

06

Cracked – Except glass

19

37

Hardware exterior - damaged

07

20

38

Hardware exterior – loose / missing

21

Glass – broken

39

Jumped chocks

09

Gouged
Missing – except moulding /
emblem
Scuffed

Torn
Dented – pant / chrome not
damaged
Full Body Cover present - damaged
Moulding / weather strip / emblem
damaged
Moulding / weather strip / emblem
missing
Gass - cracked

22

Glass - chipped

40

Thermal event

10

Interior stained / soiled

23

Glass - Scratched

41

Cock spacing issue

11

Punctured

24

Marker light / turn light damage

42

End door spacing

05

08

18

Damage severity codes
1

Less than and including 1 inch

Less than 3cm

2

Over 1 inch up to and including 3 inches

From 3cm up to 8cm

3

Over 3 inches up to and including 6 inches

From 8cm up to 15cm

4

Over 6 inches up to and including 12 inches

From 15cm up to 30cm

5

Over 12 inches

30cm and over

6

Missing / major damage
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